iMovie for iPad Version 2.0
A)

Organize Video and Photos in Photo

Video and photographs are stored in Photos on the iPad. Organize photos and videos into
albums before editing.
1.

Tap Photos.

2.

Tap Albums in the tool bar.

3.

Tap on + in the upper left corner to create a new Album. Type a name for the Album. Tap
Save.

4.

Tap to select pictures and videos to add to the Album. Tap Done to create your Album.

B)

Create a New Project and iMovie Project Settings

1.

Tap iMovie.
iMovie will automatically open to the
last project that was edited.

2.
There are three views in iMovie: Video, Projects, and Theater. Tap on Theater. Tap the
+ in the upper right corner and tap Movie.
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4.

The Template Window will appear. Each Template contains
preset transitions and features. Select a template and click
Create Movie in the top right.

5.

iMovie Templates have standard music and transitions unique to
each theme. Music cannot be altered unless you adjust the settings.

6.

Tap the Project Setting icon on the bottom right.
Music, Fade in from Black, and Fade out to Black.

C)

Build and Create the Movie

Deselect Theme

Before editing the movie, it is important to review the Content Organization and Pre/Post
Planning Worksheet and Instructional Video Rubric to ensure content alignment and high
quality video production.
1.

Tap Video (upper righthand corner) and locate the Photo Album called Preset Video
Title Backgrounds. The album contains the black background district logo in video
form.

2.

Tap on the District Logo to add it to the Movie. Tap the white Download Arrow to
insert the video into the project.

3.

Tap the Video Background in the
Timeline to select it. A yellow frame
will appear.
Tap on Video in the lower lefthand corner, then tap Title (on right side of the screen),
and tap Opening. (This refers to when the title occurs during the video.) Finally, tap the
T on the right of the screen.
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4.

The Title Window is open. Tap on a title style.
Tap on the Text Field in the viewing window to open the keyboard. Type the text you
want to add.

5.

Tap Videos located in the upper righthand corner to
locate your Photo Album.

6.

Tap a Video Clip and use the Toolbar to play the
video. Use the Handles located on both ends of the
video clip (yellow frame) to select a specific section of
the clip.

7.

Click the white Download Arrow to add the video
selection to the project. Continue to add video and
build the project.

D)

Add Text to Video

1.

Locate the section where you want to add text to video
by clicking the Play Button or by moving your finger
below the video in the Timeline. Line up the Playhead
Line where you want the text to stop.

2.

Tap the video to select it and drag your finger along the
Playhead from top to bottom to split the video. Video must
be split before adding text; otherwise, the text will be
displayed throughout the entire clip.

3.

Tap the piece of video where you want to add text. Click
Title, Middle, and tap the Text Field on the viewing screen.
Use the keyboard to add text. Continue to add text throughout
the project.
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E)

Add Text to a Black Background

iMovie on the iPad does not allow the user to insert a title slide on a solid background like
iMovie for computers. Follow the steps below for a workaround.
1.

Tap Video in the upper righhand corner of the Media Browser. Select the Preset Video
Title Backgrounds album.

2.

Select a black background video and tap the white Download Arrow to add it to the
Timeline.

3.

Tap the video in the Timeline, tap Title, and

F)

Special Effects

. Select a Title Style and type.

iMovie on the iPad provides three special effects called Overlays: Cutaway, Picture-in-Picture,
and Side-by-Side. Cutaway allows you to drop in a short video clip which cuts away to another
video for a few seconds. Picture-in-Picture adds a video clip within another video clip. Sideby-Side presents two video clips together, side-by-side on the same screen. (iMovie on the iPad
does not allow the use of still pictures as overlays.)
1.

Insert a Cutaway
Tap the area in the Timeline where you want to insert
a Cutaway. The Playhead Bar (white line) should be on
the section where the Cutaway will begin.

2.

Select a video clip from the Photo Album. Use
the yellow handles to select the exact length of the
video segment.

3.

Tap the three dots to reveal the Overlay Window.

4.

Tap the first icon to insert the Cutaway.
Adjust the length of the video using the
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yellow handles.

The Cutaway will appear above the main video in the
timeline Click the Play button to view the Cutaway in the
Viewing Window.
5.

Insert a Picture-in-Picture
Tap the area in the Timeline where you want to insert a Picture-in-Picture. The
Playhead Bar should be on the section where the Picture-in-Picture will begin.

6.

Select a video clip from the the Photo Album. Use the yellow
handles to select the exact length of the video segment.

7.

Tap the three dots to reveal the Overlay Window and tap the center icon to insert a
Picture-in-Picture.

8.

Tap the Picture-in-Picture video in the Timeline
to select it. Use the Directional Icon to position the Picturein-Picture. Pinch the video to adjust the size of the Picturein-Picture window.

9.

Tap the Picture-in-Picture video in the Timeline to select
it. Use the Magnifying Glass to zoom in and out and
adjust the video within the Picture-in-Picture window.

10.

Insert a Side-by-Side
Tap the area in the Timeline where you want to insert a
Side-by-Side. The Playhead Bar should be on the section
where the Side-by-Side will begin.

11.

Select a video clip from the Photo Album. Use the
yellow handles to select the exact video segment.

12.

Tap the three dots to reveal the Overlay Window and tap the last icon to insert a Sideby-Side.
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13.

Tap the video in the Timeline to select it. Tap the
video in the Viewing Window to select a Side-bySide location. Video can be side by side or on top and
bottom.

14.

Pinch to adjust the size
of the Side-by-Side window.

G)

Voice Recording

1.

Select a section to add a Voice Recording
and place the white Playhead Bar at the beginning
of the recording.

2.

If needed, reduce the volume of the exisiting video by
selecting the video in the Timeline and moving the
Volume Slider to the left. Deselect the video segment
so the yellow handles are not visible.

3.

Tap the Microphone icon in the lower righthand
corner. A three second timer will sound and count
down.

4.

Record your voice. Press Stop, then Review, Cancel,
Accept, or Retake. Delete voice recording by selecting
it and tapping the Trash Can icon in the lower
righthand corner.
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H)

Inserting Theme Music

Music in iMovie on the iPad is limited to two types: Theme Music within a Movie Template
and Theme Music located in Audio. Music associated with a Movie Template cannot be
altered and will play throughout the entire project. Theme Music located in Audio can be
adjusted.
1.
2.

Theme Music within a Movie Template
Before adding music, check that no video or sound files are
selected in the Timeline Viewer. (Note: Selected clips
have yellow frame.)
Tap Audio in the upper right hand corner of the
Media Browser. Then select Theme Music.

3.

Scroll through the music and tap the Play Button to
sample music. Tap the White Download Arrow
to insert music. Music (green file) will automatically
be placed throughout the entire project.

4.

Place the White Playhead Bar where you would like
to splice music. (Usually, at the end of the opening
titles.) Tap the music in the Timeline to select it.
Run your finger from top to bottom along the
Playhead and splice the music.

5.

Tap to select the piece of music you want to delete. (Yellow frame should be visible.)
Tap the Trash Can to delete.

6.

Tap on the music in the Timeline to select it (yellow). Then tap Fade in the lower
righthand corner. Tap the Triangular Handles at the beginning or end of the music clip to
adjust fading in or out.

7.

Move the Volume Slider to the left to reduce volume or to the right to increase.
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I)

Insert Music from the myPD Jingles Playlist

1.

Tap Audio at the top of the Media Browser, then Playlist.

2.

Select the preloaded myPD iMovie Jingles Playlist. Tap a song title and
play to preview.

3.

Tap the White Download Arrow to insert music. Follow the same directions as above to
adjust and splice the music file (blue).
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J)

Save Video to the Camera Roll

When you have finished creating and editing your movie, you will have to save it to the Camera
Roll so that you can share or distribute it.
1. Select your movie in iMovie on the iPad.
2. Click the Share button.

3. When the share options dialog box opens, choose Save Video.
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4. The export size page will open. Whenever possible, save your movie in HD 1080p. You may
have to choose a different size depending on the length of your video. By exporting in HD, you
have more flexibility when uploading to other sites or sharing. The video will start exporting
now.

Upload Your Video to Vimeo
1.

Open the Photos app on your iPad. Locate the video you just sent from iMovie (It will
probably be the last item on the screen). Tap the Upload icon on the lower left hand
corner of the screen.

2.

Tap the Vimeo icon on the next screen.
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3.

Next, type in the title you want to give you video. Then click on Details.

14.

On this screen, you can choose the video size for your video upload, add a description if
you wish, and be sure to choose “Private” under the privacy settings. When you are
finished with your settings tap Vimeo at the top left of the inset screen.

15.

Once you are back to the Vimeo screen, tap Post and you will get a message that your
video posted once it is done processing.
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